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MULTIPLE USER DATASTORAGE AND SEPARATION

BACKGROUND

[0001] Providers of cloud computing services may deploy multiple different

business applications, such as email applications and case management systems.

Each of these business applications may have multiple different clients. In some

instances, client personnel may utilize shared business applications. In order to

deploy multiple different business applications for multiple different clients, providers

of cloud computing services typically deploy multiple servers with each server having

multiple database instances. For example, a provider of cloud computing services

may deploy 10 different business applications, with each business application having

10 clients for a total of 100 different service instances. The service provider may

deploy, for example, 10 different servers, with each server having multiple database

instances. Such databases are typically relational databases that enforce relational

table structures, such as a column and row structure, to correlate and store data. As

such, the service provider may deploy a separate relational database instance for each

client on each of the different servers in order to provide appropriate data separation

among clients.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0002] Figure 1 is a schematic illustration of an example multiple user data

storage and separation apparatus.

[0003] Figure 2 is a diagram illustrating example tree structures for facilitating

the multiple user data storage and separation functionality of the apparatus of Figure

1.

[0004] Figure 3A is a Venn diagram illustrating an example relationship

between receipts and labels defined by the tree structures of Figure 2.



[0005] Figure 3B is a Venn diagram illustrating an example relationship

between receipts and nodes defined by the tree structures of Figure 2.

[0006] Figure 3C is a Venn diagram illustrating an example relationship

among nodes, receipts, and labels defined by the tree structures of Figure 2.

[0007] Figure 4 is a diagram illustrating an example implementation of the

tree structures of Figure 2.

[0008] Figure 5 is a flow diagram of an example process that may be carried

out by the multiple user data storage and separation apparatus of Figure 1.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLES

[0009] Examples of apparatus, systems, and methods having multiple user

data storage and separation functionality are disclosed herein. Multiple user data

storage and separation functionality is of increasing interest to providers of cloud

computing services. In particular, the use of virtualization as opposed to server

hardware duplication is increasing. Business applications, however, are currently

developed from the ground up, often using available off-the-shelf applications, and

have a typically large system footprint due in part to the limitations and complexities

of relational database technologies used for data storage. These limitations and

complexities may lead to, for example, the need for separate database instances for

multiple different system users in order to ensure appropriate data separation is

maintained. This may in turn lead to high licensing and maintenance costs for

deployment of business applications.

[00010] The apparatus, systems, and methods having multiple user data

storage and separation functionality disclosed herein may facilitate the

implementation of a single computing system or virtualized operating system having a

single database instance that stores and separates data for multiple users without

resulting in bleeding or unauthorized disclosure of data from one user to another. In

particular, the apparatus, systems, and methods having multiple user data storage and



separation functionality disclosed herein may utilize data records defined by

correlated tree structures having schema such that the records are unrestricted by

relational table structures, such as columns and rows. Privacy labels distinguishing

among multiple users may be correlated with each of the records using privacy label

tree structures. The use of such tree structures may impose fewer limitations on and

provide greater flexibility of the structure of each record while at the same time

maintaining appropriate data separation.

[00011] Figure 1 schematically illustrates an example multiple user data

storage and separation apparatus 100. As will be described hereafter, apparatus 100

may include multiple user data storage and separation functionality. Apparatus 100

may be, for example, a component of a cloud computing system used to provide

multiple different business applications, such as email applications and case

management systems, to multiple different users 101. In particular, apparatus 100

may provide a single database instance that stores and separates data for multiple

users 101 without resulting in bleeding or unauthorized disclosure of data from one

user to another.

[00012] Apparatus 100 may include processing electronics 102. Processing

electronics 102 may include, for example, a processor 104 configured to execute logic

in the form of instruction modules contained in a memory 106. For purposes of this

application, the term "processor" shall mean a presently developed or future

developed processor 104 that executes sequences of instructions contained in memory

106. In general, upon executing instructions contained in the memory, processor 104

may provide multiple user data storage and separation functionality in apparatus 100.

The instructions may be loaded in a random access memory (RAM) for execution by

the processor 102 from a read only memory (ROM), a mass storage device, or some

other persistent storage. In some examples, hardwired circuitry modules may be used

in processing electronics 102 in place of, or in combination with, processor 104

and/or instruction modules stored in memory 106 to implement the multiple user data

storage and separation functionality described herein. For example, the multiple user

data storage and separation functionality of apparatus 100 may be implemented



entirely or in part by logic contained in an application-specific integrated circuit

(ASIC). Unless otherwise specifically noted, processing electronics 102 is not limited

to any specific combination of hardware circuitry modules and instruction modules,

nor to any particular source for instructions executed by processor 104.

[00013] Memory 106 may include a non-transitory computer-readable medium.

The term "non-transitory computer-readable medium" as used herein includes any

computer readable medium, excluding only transitory propagating signals per se.

Memory 104 may include, for example any non-volatile or volatile memory such as

DRAM, RAM, ROM, register memory, or some combination of these; for example a

hard disk combined with RAM. Memory 106 may store software instruction modules

for execution by processor 104. In some examples, memory 106 may further store

data for use by processor 104. Memory 106 may store various software instruction

modules that direct processor 104 to carry out various interrelated actions, such as the

multiple user data storage and separation functionality of apparatus 100.

[00014] As shown in Figure 1, memory 106 may include records 108 stored

therein. Records 108 may be, for example, individual user data items or groupings of

associated user data items. For example, apparatus 100 may be a component of a

cloud computing system that provides an email application, and memory 106 may

store email records. Such records 108 may be comprised of associated user data items

such as "Subject" data from the subject lines of emails, "Message" data including the

text of emails, "To" data including the identity of message recipients, and "From"

data including the identity of message senders. Memory 106 may store data items for

multiple different users 101. The term "user" as used herein may refer to single

individuals (e.g., clients or employees) or entities (e.g., companies or corporate

entities) or grouping or subgroupings of individuals and/or entities (e.g., an employer

entity, an IT department subgroup entity, and subgroups of individual employees).

[00015] Records 108 may be defined by and stored using correlated tree

structures 110. For example, records 108 may be defined by node-based binary tree

structures used for data storage and searching, such as self-balancing binary tree

structures. In particular, tree structures 110 may have schema definitions such that



stored records 108 are unrestricted by the rigid relational table structures required

between instances of stored data in relational databases, such as rows and columns. In

some examples, the structures of two different records 108 may not be the same. For

example, continuing with the email example from above, some records 108 may be

structured and stored by associating "Subject", "Message", "To", and "From" user

data items, while some records 108 may be structured and stored by associating only

"Subject", "Message", "To" user data items. In this example, the schema defined by

tree structures 110 may not require null or placeholder "From" data for those records

108 that are structured to exclude it, as opposed to a relational table structure, which

would require null "From" values in each record 108.

[00016] Memory 106 may also include privacy labels 11 . Privacy labels 112

may distinguish among multiple different users 101. Each privacy label 112 may

include a unique identification mapping to a user 101. In some examples, privacy

label 112 may include a number of tokens (e.g., unique randomly generated

cryptographically entropic values having a predetermined number of bytes, etc.) that

are uniquely provisioned to user 101. For example, multiple different users 101 may

include a manager who shares a subset of records 108 with an employee. The

manager may be provisioned a privacy label 112 having a particular set of N tokens.

The employee may be provisioned with a privacy label 112 having, for example, a

subset of the N tokens.

[00017] Privacy labels 112 may be correlated with records 108 whenever user

data items associated as records 108 are written to memory 106. For example, the

manager's privacy label 112 including the full set of N tokens may be correlated with

all records 108 written to memory 106 by the manager. A different privacy label 112

containing a subset of the N tokens may be correlated with all records 108 written to

memory 106 by the employee.

[00018] Once privacy labels 112 are correlated with records 108, they may be

compared with user identifier data provided by users 101 requesting records 108 from

memory 106 in order to ensure that only records 108 associated with a particular user

101 are accessed by that user 101. For example, the manager may provide user



identifier data including the full set of N tokens along with query data to apparatus

100. The full set of N tokens in the user identifier data may be compared with privacy

labels 112 correlated with records 108 in order to ensure that only records 108 with

correlated privacy labels 112 including the full set of N tokens provisioned to the

manager, and records 108 with correlated privacy labels 112 including the subset of N

tokens provisioned to the employee are returned to the manager. Even if the user

identifier data provided by the manager includes the full set of N tokens, the manager

may still access records 108 having fewer than N correlated tokens, provided that all

tokens for a record 108 are included in the full set of N tokens provided by the

manager. Similarly, the employee may provide user identifier data including the

subset of N tokens along with query data to apparatus 100. The subset of N tokens in

the user identifier data may be compared with privacy labels 112 in order to ensure

that only records 108 correlated with the subset of N tokens provisioned to the

employee are returned to the employee. The employee may not access records 108

for which there are a greater number of correlated tokens than those provided by the

employee. Other provisioning schemes for privacy labels 112 are contemplated as

well.

[00019] Privacy labels 112 may be correlated with each of records 108 using

privacy label tree structures included in tree structures 110. The privacy label tree

structures defining privacy labels 112 may have schema definitions similar to other

tree structures 110. That is, privacy labels 112 may be structured and stored without

being restricted by the rigid relational table structures required between instances of

stored data in relational databases, such as rows and columns.

[00020] By way of example, Figure 2 is a diagram illustrating example tree

structures 200 for facilitating the multiple user data storage and separation

functionality of apparatus 100. As shown in Figure 2, the tree structures 200 defining

records may include segment trees 202 and receipt trees 204. Segment trees 202 may

include a number of correlated trees corresponding to segments 206. Segments 206

may correspond to, for example, a particular type or grouping of user data items. For

example, as shown in Figure 2, segments 206 may include a segment 206a for



"Subject" data from the subject lines of emails, a segment 206b for "Message" data

including the text of emails, a segment 206c for "To" data including the identity of

message recipients, and a segment 206d for "From" data including the identity of

message senders. Each tree structure corresponding to a segment 206 may include a

number of nodes 208. Each node 208 may in turn be an individual node, may be a

parent node having a number of child nodes, or may be a child node depending from a

parent node. Each node 208 may contain a user data item or a reference to a user data

item (e.g., if a user data item is stored in a location other than memory 106). For

example, node 208a may include particular "Subject" data for an email, node 208b

may include particular "Message" data for an email, node 208c may include particular

"To" data for an email, and node 208d may include particular "From" data for an

email. Each node 208 may also contain a reference to a number N of receipts 210.

That is, each of the nodes 208 in a segment tree 206 has a corresponding receipt tree

204 to define a respective set of records 108 stored in memory 106 in which that

respective node 208 is included.

[00021] Receipt trees 204 may include a number of correlated trees

corresponding to receipts 206. Each receipt 206 may correspond to and define a

respective set of N associated nodes 208, where each of the nodes 208 contains a

reference to the respective receipt 210. Accordingly, each node 208 may list a

number N of receipts 210, and each receipt 210 may list an unrelated number N of

nodes 208. The set of N associated nodes for a particular receipt 210 may define a

record 108. For example, each of nodes 208a, 208b, 208c, and 208d may contain a

reference to a receipt 210a. Figure 2 illustrates an example reference to a receipt 210a

for node 208c. In turn, receipt 210a may contain references to each of nodes 208a,

208b, 208c, and 208d. Figure 2 illustrates an example reference to node 208c for

receipt 2 10a. As such, receipt 2 10a may define a record that includes each of nodes

208a, 208b, 208c, and 208d. It will be appreciated that the additional receipt

references for node 208c shown in Figure 2 may represent the inclusion of node 208c

inN-1 other records 108 that may contain additional, fewer, or different nodes 208

than those for record 108a defined by receipt 210a.



[00022] As shown in Figure 2, tree structures 200 may also include privacy

label trees 212. Privacy label trees 212 may include a number of correlated trees

corresponding to privacy labels 214. Privacy labels 214 are correlated with receipts

210 in receipt trees 204 to define respective sets of records 208 associated with

respective different users 101. In particular, each privacy label 214 may correspond

to and define a respective set of N associated receipts 210, where each of the receipts

210 contains a reference to the respective privacy label 214. Accordingly, each

privacy label 214 may list a number N of receipts 210, and each receipt 210 may list

an unrelated number N of privacy labels 214. In some examples, for each privacy

label 214, there may or may not be a corresponding receipt 210, but for each receipt

210, there must be at least one privacy label 214. The set of N associated receipts 210

for a particular privacy label 214 may define a set of records 108 for which a

particular user 101 may gain access, provided that particular privacy label 214 has

been provisioned to that particular user 101.

[00023] As will be appreciated, each node 208 may have a number N of

corresponding receipts 2 10, which may, in turn, have a number N of corresponding

privacy labels 214, which may provide a theoretically unbounded storage capability,

limited only by the details of the particular practical implementation. As may also be

appreciated, segments 206 and their corresponding nodes 208 may be grouped

according to any particular attribute and are not limited in structure by the rigid

relational table structures required between instances of stored data in relational

databases, such as rows and columns. As such, segments 206 and their corresponding

nodes 208 may be easily repurposed and/or reused simply by addition, deletion, or

modification of corresponding receipts 210.

[00024] Figures 3A, 3B, and 3C are Venn diagrams providing an alternative

representation of the relationships among tree structures 200 shown in Figure 2. In

Figures 3A, 3B, and 3C, set L is the set of all receipts for all privacy labels, set is

the set of all receipts, and set K is the set of all receipts for a given node in a segment

tree. Each privacy label may have many corresponding receipts. Each receipt may

have many corresponding nodes. Each node may have a corresponding receipt tree of



receipts. For purposes of Figures 3A, 3B, and 3C, it may be assumed that, for each

privacy label, there may or may not be a corresponding receipt, but for each receipt,

there must be at least one privacy label. Under this assumption, while all members of

set must correspond to one or more members (i.e., lists of corresponding receipts)

of set L, not all members in set L will correspond to elements of set R. L l must

always equal R, and therefore R Ξ L as shown in Figure 3A.

[00025] Referring now to Figures 3B and 3C, set S is the set of all nodes

having an associated binary receipt tree, and So, Si, . . . Sn are all binary trees.

Assuming each receipt tree has multiple corresponding nodes, for each x ε Sn, K is

the set of receipts for each node x. V x Sn: V y K R where K is not {} and K

is the set of receipts for node x as shown in Fig. 3B. Thus, each node is directly

correlated with a privacy label upon assignment of a receipt. Each receipt may

reference up to Sn nodes. Each privacy label may reference up to N receipts.

Accordingly, the total set of all nodes corresponding to a given privacy label is the

intersection of nodes in the sets of S, for nodes corresponding to a receipt in K, by

which there is a corresponding privacy label set in R, as shown in Figure 3C.

[00026] Figure 4 is a diagram illustrating an example implementation 400 of

tree structures 200. Implementation 400 includes correlated binary tree structures

corresponding to segments 402, receipts 404, and privacy labels 406. The three

possible segments are segment 402a, corresponding to "Name" data, segment 402b,

corresponding to "Age", and a segment 402c, corresponding to "Favorite Day" data.

Figure 4 illustrates three specific examples. In the first example, a record that uses

only one of three possible segments 402 is illustrated. In particular, segment 402a is

used, and a node 408a is assigned to Name data "Bob". Node 408a has a

corresponding receipt 410a. In the second example, a record that uses two of three

possible segments 402 is illustrated. In particular, segments 402a and 402b are used,

and nodes 408b and 408c are assigned to Name data "Joe" and Age data "2 1"

respectively. Nodes 408b and 408c both correspond to receipt 410b. In the third



example, a record that uses all three possible segments 402 is illustrated. In

particular, segments 402a, 402b, and 402c are used. Node 402d is assigned to Name

data "Ted". Node 402e is assigned to Favorite Day data "Tuesday". Node 408c is

reused. Nodes 402c, 402d, and 402e correspond to receipt 410c. The records for Bob

and Ted share the same privacy label 412a (e.g., the records for Bob and Ted were

created by the same user), while the record for Joe is correlated with privacy label

412b.

[00027] Referring again to Figure 1, memory 106 may include receiving

module 114, label identification module 116, query processing module 118, and

privacy module 120. Modules 114, 116, 118 and 120 may cooperate to cause

processing electronics 102 to carry out the process 500 set forth by the flow diagram

of Figure 5. As indicated by a step 502, receiving module 114 may receive a

communication 121 including user identifier data 122 and query data 124. For

example, each privacy label 112 may include a unique identification mapping to a

user 101. In some examples, privacy label 112 may include a number of tokens that

are uniquely provisioned to user 101. User 101 may send a communication 121

including user identifier data 122 that includes a set of N tokens along with a query to

apparatus 100.

[00028] In some examples, user identifier data 122 is out of band data with

respect to query data 124. That is, user identification data 122 may be received by

receiving module 114 in the same communication as query data 124, but may be kept

separate from query data 124 by a conceptually independent data channel provided as

an inherent characteristic of the communication channel and transmission protocol, as

opposed to requiring a separate communication channel and endpoints to be

established at apparatus 100. In this way, user 101 need not be aware of and is not

required to enter user identification data 122, and user identifier 124 may be

processed independent of query data 124 by label identification module 116 and

privacy module 120. Query data 124 may be, for example, a select statement or other

type of query that defines the scope of a data request. For example, query data 124



may include a request to retrieve all emails from person X having Y in the subject

line. Other types of query data 1 4 are contemplated as well.

[00029] At a step 504, label identification module 116 may identify a set of

privacy labels 112 based on user identifier data 122. In some examples, label

identification module 116 identifies the set of the privacy labels 112 by comparing

tokens in the user identifier data 122 with tokens in privacy labels 112 stored in

memory 106. In some examples, if tokens in the user identifier data 122 do not match

tokens in any privacy labels 112, user 101 is informed that no data exists. In some

examples, label identification module 116 communicates with a privacy label

mapping service to obtain the actual tokens for the ones the user is providing (e.g.,

user 101 is not provided with the actual tokens used by apparatus 100, but rather

reference tokens).

[00030] At a step 506, query processing module 118 may identify a set of

records 108 based on query data 124. In some examples, query processing module

118 may identify the set of records 108 using tree structures such as those described

with reference to Figure 2. For example, query processing module 118 may identify

segment tree nodes associated with query data 124, and further identify receipts

correlated with the segment tree nodes associated with the query data using receipt

trees correlated with the segment trees. By way of example, query data 124 may

include a request to retrieve all emails from person X having Y in the subject line.

Query processing module 118 may search segment trees for segments corresponding

to "From" and "Subject" in order to identify nodes matching X and Y. Query

processing module 118 may then identify receipts correlated with nodes matching X

and Y. The identified set of receipts may correspond to a set of records 108 meeting

the requirements of query data 124.

[00031] At a step 508, privacy module 120 may return, in response to

communication 121, only records 126 from the set of records 108 identified by query

processing module 118 that are associated with the set of the privacy labels 112

identified by label identification module 116. In some examples, privacy module 120

may identify the appropriate records 108 using tree structures such as those described



with reference to Figure 2. For example, privacy module 120 may identify privacy

labels 112 correlated with the receipts that correspond to a set of records 108 meeting

the requirements of query data 124. Privacy module 120 may then compare the

resulting set of privacy labels 112 with the set of the privacy labels 112 identified by

label identification module 116. Privacy module 120 may then return only those

records 108 for which the set of privacy labels 112 identified by privacy module 120

match those identified by label identification module 116. If there are no matching

privacy labels 112, then privacy module 120 may respond to the communication

indicating no data exists.

[00032] Although the present disclosure has been described with reference to

example embodiments, workers skilled in the art will recognize that changes may be

made in form and detail without departing from the spirit and scope of the claimed

subject matter. For example, although different example embodiments may have

been described as including one or more features providing one or more benefits, it is

contemplated that the described features may be interchanged with one another or

alternatively be combined with one another in the described example embodiments or

in other alternative embodiments. Because the technology of the present disclosure is

relatively complex, not all changes in the technology are foreseeable. The present

disclosure described with reference to the example embodiments and set forth in the

following claims is manifestly intended to be as broad as possible. For example,

unless specifically otherwise noted, the claims reciting a single particular element also

encompass a plurality of such particular elements.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A multiple user data storage and separation apparatus, comprising:

memory;

records stored in the memory, the records defined by correlated tree

structures having schema such that the records are unrestricted by relational table

structures, the records including user data items associated with multiple different users;

privacy labels stored in the memory and correlated with each of the

records using privacy label tree structures; wherein the privacy labels distinguish among

the users; and

instructions stored in the memory, the instructions, when executed,

causing a processor to

receive a communication including user identifier data and query

data;

identify a set of the privacy labels based on the user identifier data;

identify a set of the records based on the query data; and

return, in response to the communication, only records from the

identified set of records that are associated with the set of the privacy labels.

2 . The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the tree structures defining the records include

segment trees, the segment trees including nodes corresponding to the user data items,

and wherein the tree structures defining the records stored in the memory further include

receipt trees, the receipt trees including receipts that define respective sets of segment

tree nodes included in each of the respective records stored in the memory, and wherein

each of the nodes in the segment trees has a corresponding one of the receipt trees to

define a respective set of the records stored in the memory in which that respective

segment tree node is included.



3. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein the instructions, when executed, cause

the processor to identify the set of the records based on the query data by identifying

segment tree nodes associated with the query data, and by identifying receipts correlated

with the segment tree nodes associated with the query data using the receipt trees.

4 . The apparatus of claim 2, wherein the privacy labels are correlated with

the receipt trees to define respective sets of the records associated with each of the

respective multiple users.

5. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the user identifier data is out of band

data with respect to the query data, wherein the privacy labels and the user identifier data

include tokens, and wherein the instructions, when executed, cause the processor to

identify the set of the privacy labels by comparing the tokens in the user identifier data

with the tokens in the privacy labels stored in the memory.

6. A method of multiple user data storage and separation, comprising:

receiving, by an apparatus, a communication including user identifier data

and query data, the apparatus including records defined by correlated tree structures

having schema such that the records are unrestricted by relational table structures, the

records including user data items associated with multiple different users, the apparatus

also including privacy labels correlated with each of the records using privacy label tree

structures, wherein the privacy labels distinguish among the users;

identifying a set of the privacy labels based on the user identifier data;

identifying a set of the records based on the query data; and

returning, in response to the communication, only records from the

identified set of records that are associated with the set of the privacy labels.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the tree structures defining the records

include segment trees, the segment trees including nodes corresponding to the user data

items, and wherein the tree structures defining the records stored in the memory further

include receipt trees, the receipt trees including receipts that define respective sets of



segment tree nodes included in each of the respective records stored in the memory, and

wherein each of the nodes in the segment trees has a corresponding one of the receipt

trees to define a respective set of the records stored in the memory in which that

respective segment tree node is included.

8. The method of claim 7, further comprising identifying segment tree nodes

associated with the query data, and identifying receipts correlated with the segment tree

nodes associated with the query data using the receipt trees in order to identify the set of

the records based on the query data.

9. The method of claim 7, wherein the privacy labels are correlated with the

receipt trees to define respective sets of the records associated with each of the respective

multiple users.

10. The method of claim 6, wherein the user identifier data is out of band data

with respect to the query data, and wherein the privacy labels and the user identifier

include tokens, the method further comprising comparing the tokens in the user identifier

data with the tokens in the privacy labels stored in the memory in order to identify the set

of the privacy labels.

11. A multiple user data storage and separation system, comprising:

a processor;

memory in communication with the processor and including records

defined by correlated tree structures having schema such that the records are unrestricted

by relational table structures, the records including user data items associated with

multiple different users, the memory also including privacy labels stored in the memory

and correlated with each of the records using privacy label tree structures, wherein the

privacy labels distinguish among the users; and

instructions stored in the memory for directing the processor, the

instructions including



a receiving module to receive a communication including user

identifier data and query data;

a label identification module to identify a set of the privacy labels

based on the user identifier data;

a query processing module to identify a set of the records based on

the query data; and

a privacy module to return, in response to the communication, only

records from the identified set of records that are associated with the set of the

privacy labels.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein the tree structures defining the records

include segment trees, the segment trees including nodes corresponding to the user data

items, and wherein the tree structures defining the records stored in the memory further

include receipt trees, the receipt trees including receipts that define respective sets of

segment tree nodes included in each of the respective records stored in the memory, and

wherein each of the nodes in the segment trees has a corresponding one of the receipt

trees to define a respective set of the records stored in the memory in which that

respective segment tree node is included.

13. The system of claim 12, wherein the query processing module identifies

the set of the records based on the query data by identifying segment tree nodes

associated with the query data, and by identifying receipts correlated with the segment

tree nodes associated with the query data using the receipt trees.

14. The system of claim 12, wherein the privacy labels are correlated with the

receipt trees to define respective sets of the records associated with each of the respective

multiple users.

15. The printing system of claim 11, wherein the user identifier data is out of

band data with respect to the query data, wherein the privacy labels and the user identifier



data include tokens, and wherein the label identification module identifies the set of the

privacy labels by comparing the tokens in the user identifier data with the tokens in the

privacy labels stored in the memory.
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